
Subject: Infrastructure V0.94 Release 10
Posted by Ulrich Linder on Tue, 23 Sep 2003 23:06:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Today a new release of the infrastructure schema was finished. This is not a
final V0.94 because some elements are missing anyway. I've integrated the
recommendations of Matthias Hengartner for the visualisation but I've
renamed some elements. I'll explain the changes on the 4. RailML conference
today in Dresden. A documentation will be done in the next weeks.

Best regards from Berlin

Ulrich Linder

--------------------------------

Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Linder

Fachgebiet Schienenfahrwege und Bahnbetrieb
Sekr. SG 18
Salzufer 17-19
D-10587 Berlin

Tel:    +49.30.314-75194
Fax:   +49.30.314-25530
Email:    mailto:ULinder@Railways.TU-Berlin.de
www:    http://www.Railways.TU-Berlin.de

File Attachments
1) infrastructure_V0.94_10.zip, downloaded 375 times

Subject: Re: Infrastructure V0.94 Release 10
Posted by Matthias Hengartner on Fri, 26 Sep 2003 16:01:54 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hello,

thank you for the integration of my suggestions.

I have some (minor) remarks and questions concerning this new release of the
schema:
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- The attribute "stationID" was removed from <crossSection>, but I think we
should leave it there (and rename it to "ocpId"). It shouldn't be replaced
by the attribute "elemId".
- I guess the attribute "switchName" (<switch>) is not needed anymore since
we have the attribute "name"?
- What's the meaning of the attribute "switchId"? It is not used in the
example, although there are some pairs of switches that belong together.
There should be a possibility to refer the counterpart of a switch. I
suggest that we simplify this task by referencing another switch via its
elemId (and of course via branchLineId and branchTrackId).
- I still guess that the attribute "isulatedSection" should be renamed
either into "insulatedSection" or "isolatedSection".

Matthias Hengartner
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